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INTRODUCTION 

Revised Forest Code of Russian federation was passed Duma in December 8th, 2006 and 

came into force企omJanuary 1, 2007. Deliberation process of the Code was in turmoil for 

years, but at the last stage Putin administration rushed to promote passage of legislation. 

Minis甘yof Natural Resources and Forest Agency, which are competent authorities for forest 

policy and management, could neither prepare related regulation and orders nor 

organizational structure which implement revised Code at the time of enforcement. During 

year 2007, related regulations and orders have been established, and the reorganization of 

forest administrative system was almost completed in the beginning of 2008. 

Revision of the Forest Code and reformation of organizational s仕uctureof forest 

administration were full-fledged and its impact of forest management and use of forest 

resources is expected to quite large. This report is aimed to analyze the current state of 

reformation, its historical significance and possible result of the reformation. 

FUNDAMENTAL DIRECTION OF REVISION OF FOREST CODE 

Fundamental direction and background of the policy reform was considered as follows. 

Firstly, forest land and resources was kept as federal ownership, and privatization of the 

ownership was fundamentally not admitted. In 2004, draft code was submitted to Duma 

which opened the private ownership of forest. Reason that the Government try to open the 

private ownership is as follows; to achieve consistency with Land Codex which allowed 

private ownership, to respond request企omtimber industry. However, there were strong 

opposition企omthe public and the government withdrew this version of draft. Most of the 

people are not familiar with large scale private ownership, and anxious that private land 

holder might barraged out public forest use, so出eyexpress strong distaste for privatization of 

forest. Russian government also did not open the ownership of local government. It is 

considered that the government intended to hold decisive power to forest policy and 

management through ownership. 

Secondly, forest administration system was decentralized and most of forest management 

authority was delegated to local government. Local forest management system was also 

transferred to local government. Putin administration has been worked to construct cen甘alized

administrative企ameworkto restructure governing system, and diminish authority of local 
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